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MODIFIED GUARDED HOT PLATE APPARATUS 
FOR MEASURING THERhIAL CONDUCTIVITY 

OF MOIST MATERLALS 

Th. L U N D  MADSEN 

The Tl~crr?lc~/ Itlsulatiorl Loborntorj*, Tlie Techtiicnl Utrirersity 
L>*ng/?~. (Dcttr~rnrk) 

Mkthode rnodifike de la plaque chaude gardPe pour la dktermination de la conductivitk 
thermique des matkriaus humides 

Rfsuhli: : La plirpart des r~lathriairs de cottstrricfiotr cotrticnnerrt urn certain porrrcertrnge 
d'enrr, ce qlii a polir re'srrltnt lrrte cottd~rcti~.ite' tl~erirtiqrre PlecCe par rupport ci celle dii n~atr'riau 
sec. 0 1 1  estitlie qiie les trieilleltres n~e'rllotles de d i terr~ ir~at io t~  de la coriducticire' rl~erniique de 
nlor~;riarrs hrrtlrides sont gPttbale/ltertt Ies r~tr'tlrodes rapides ~rilisntit I'e'mblissetrtet~f d'lin Jlrrx 
de chalertr ?tort pernrarrer~t. Torrtefois rrrre t~et l lode qrii pert?~ettrair de tnesurer Icr conditcticire' 
t l~ern~ique sous des J ~ I I X  sirnultane's de dlaleur et d'lrirniidite' serair pliis en rapport acec les 
condirions pratiqites. 

L'article de'crit un dispositif ti~odifik de la plaqrre cllaude gardbe oil I'e'clrarrtillon est sPpar6 
de In plaqire charrde et dr 10 plaque froide par des lar?les d'ciir darrs lesqrtelles circule rttl nir condi- 
rionnP bier? de'firti. Apris l'c'rnblissernettr de r4gitrtes stntionnaires de renrpPrnfures er d'lliimidi?P, 
lej7irs de cl~aleur et l'e'cnrr de retrlpe'mtltre ri tracers I'e'clrnrttillott sour nteslire's er In cotrdrtcticire' 
est calcule'e 6 parrir de ces rnlertrs. 

It is generally known that the determination of thermal conductivity presents 
problems because the change in temperature gradient, which the test involves, creates 
an unwanted vapor movement in the material. By measuring with an ordinary guarded 
hot-plate apparatus the vapor will move to~vards the cold surface, from where it has 
no  possibility of escaping, as it normally can do in correctly made, practicaI construc- 

- 9 tions. 
To get round this problem, a series of non-stationary methods has, in the course of 

time, been developed (0. Krischer and H. Esdorn, van der Held, Vos and others). 
a .  The common factor in all these methods is that attempts are made to determine 

thermal conductivity before the vapor has managed to move appreciably. This does 
not correspond particularly well to practical circumstances where one usually has both 
a heat and a vapour transport through the building material from the hot to the cold 
side. 

In an attempt to  simulate the practical situation during laboratory experiments 
better than till now, the laboratory has constructed a modified guarded hot-plate 
apparatus where it is possible to impress a constant vapor gradient simultaneously 
on a specimen. 

In principle, the apparatus is built like a classical double-sided guarded hot-plate 
apparatus. It is intended for specimen with a total area of 30 X 30 cm of which the 
actual measuring area amounts to 20 X 20 cm. 

The construction of the guarded hot-plate apparatus is shown in figure 1. The 
heating element itself is made of 3 mnl pertinax sheet, which is evenly winded with 
1.5 X 0.1 mm kanthalband. On both sides of the heating element, and electrically 





isolated from it, is a 2 mm thick aluminium sheet with a 2 mm gap which thermally 
divides the metering panel and the border panel. Thermal elements are moulded in 
the grooves in the aluminium sheets so that i t  is possible to determine the difference in 
temperature between the metering panel and the border panel with a n  accuracy of 
f 0.01 deg C. 

The cooling plates are constructed as flat aluminium boxes through which cooled 
water flows, like through a labyrinth. The temperature of the cooled water is regulated 
by help of a unit whose principle is shown in figure 2. 

A volun~e  of water of 90 litres circulates between the two cooling plates. These are  
fixed in series with a pump so as to  yield about 100 litres per minute. After the passage 
through the cooling plates, the water is guided through a heat exchange where the 
water's temperature is reduced aborrt 111 0 deg C, because the cooling effect is constant 
and about 500 Watt. 

Regulation of the temperature is made with an electric heating element, which is 
governed with the help of a transistorised contact thermometer. The thermometer is 
placed in such a way that \vater passes it directly after i t  passes the heating element. 
This causes a quick regulation frequency, which combined with the large quantity of 
\vater between the heating element and the outlet to the cooling plate, gives the result 
that these surface temperatures do  not measurably change. 

Fig. 2 - Principle sketch of cooling equipment. 



With the intention of creating vapor transport through the specimen, both the 
cold plate and the hot plate are equipped with a row of sponge rubber lists; it can be 
seen as a cross section in figure 3. Conditioned air flows continuously through these 
channels. 

On the cold side this ventilation does not present particular problems. The air 
is guided through a chamber to a series of holes in the side of the cold plate, from 
which it passes through the channels and is sucked up on the other side for re-condi- 
tioning (fig. 4). 

On the other hand it is important that on the hot side conditioned air neither 
conveys nor removes heat from the test piece. This is achieved by measuring the 
temperature of air immediately before it flows into the channel and again immedi- 
ately after it is sucked out, and next, to make sure, by help of a little heating element, 
that these two temperatures are identical. Air is drawn by two double-working piston 
pumps which work with a constant speed to provide a constant heat leakage resistance 
between the hot plate and the test piece. The air is conditioned by being guided through 
closed containers with saturated saline solution. By weighing these containers before 
and after measurement, it is possible partly to determine the material diffusion figure 
during the thermal conditions concerned, and partly to get control over the ventilation 
svstem's tightness, as the weight loss from the hot side must be the same as the weight 
increase on the cold side. 

l 

Fig. 3 - Cross section sho\\,ing the location of specinicns~ 



Until now, the following saline solutions have been used: 

MgCl:! = 33% R F  
Na2Cr201 = 52% R F  
NaCl = 75% R F  
KN03 = 90% R F  

The power which supplies the hot plate comes from a stabilised direct current 
distributor, which is itself supplied by a mains voltage stabiliser, and which also 
conveys current to  the motor that drives the air pumps. 

Supplied power is determined by measuring current and voltage by the hot plate 
terminals ivith a Hartmann and Brown measuring instrument, class 0.2. 

The various temperature differences are measured with copper-constantan thermal 
elements, and are registered on a Philips 12 channel recorder. 

The difference in temperature between the test piece hot and cold side is determined 
by five thermal elements in series, and glued to the test piece so that the wires go at 
right angles to  the channels. This direction is chosen so that it is possible t o  even out 
differences in temperature which are a result of the heat resistance being different 
above sponge rubber and above air channel. The water content of conditioned air is 
determined by an Aqmel dewpoint meter, of the H.C.P.P type. This instrument 
measures the dewpoint directly, so that it can be established a t  which temperature 
the air in question causes dew formation on a mirror. This method has many advan- 

S a / t  so/u L j o n  ' 

e/eoz!r/'c heater 

Fig. 4 - Principle sketch of air conditioning equipment. 



tager for this purpose. S ,  only a very little volume of air is used to determine 
the dew point, secondly the  measurement n~akes no appreciable change of the air 
condition, and thirdly the apparatus has a very good reproducibility. 

i t  is clear t i a t  the given design of heating and cooling plates presents the risk of 
hot current in tile specinlens not being one-dimensio~ial because the resistance varies 
from rubber list to air channel. 

70 be able to examine this case niore closely, ten thermal elements in a series 5 mm 
apart, brere attaclled so t]lat all the ''cold" joints met with a rubber list, and all the 
Lihot39 joillts met ~ t l l  an air gap (see fig. 3). Measuring on this thermopile shows 
that the test piece surface tenlperature is, practically speaking, the same for rubber 
lists as for air gaps. 

I t  was also expected that the thermal conductivity for a 5 mm wide air gap accord- 
ing to  J s. Canlnlerer is 0.038 kcai/h.m .C, while the rubber list thermal conductivit~ 
is stated to be 0.040 kcal/h. m. OC. 

Heat transport is carried out one-dimensionally through the whole test element, 

Fie. 
is seen the 

- -" 
dewpoint meter. 
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Fig. 6 -The thermal conductivity of soft fibre board in dependence on the relative humidity 
of the hot side. 

A fhermo/ conduct /'r/;t k c u y  
l mh C. 

Fig. 7 -The thermal conductivity of soft fibre board in dependence on average relative 
humidity at cold and hot side. 
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whereas the transport of vapor is carried out two-dimensionally near the surface, 
because water vapor can only diffuse in and out of the test pieces where the specimens 
are limited by the air gaps. 

During the measurement, the edges of test pieces are covered with vapor-tight 
tape, so that the water vapor and the outside space cannot be exchanged. The whole 
installation is as shown in figure 5 put in an insulated box whose interior is kept at the 
test piece average temperature by suitable exposure of the cold plates. 

MEASURING RESULTS 

Until now nleasurements have only been taken on 4 pieces of $ in. soft fibre board 
with a dry weight of 240 kg/m3. 

Table 1 

THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SOFT FIBRE BOARD IN DEPENDENCE 
ON THE RELATIVE HUMIDITY A T  THE COLD AND THE HOT SIDE 

Relatice air Vapor conterlt Thermal corrducticity 
humidity % Tenlperature " C weight percent kcal/h,m. "C 

cold side hot side cold side hot side I ar~d IV  II  and III I arrd I V  ZI and 111 

0 20 40 60 80 foo 

Fig. 8 - Vapor content in soft fibre board in dependence on relative humidity, compared 
with a sorption curve specified by P. Lund-Hansen, 1967. 



The result of these n~easurenlents is shown in table 1 and figures 6 and 7, The position 
of the boards is shown in figure 3. 

So as not to change the conditions of the experiment en route, the boards were only 
weighed immediately before the thermal measurement begun and again immediately 
after they were finished. Afterivards, the boards were dried at a temperature of + 55 "C 
until they reached a constant ti.eight. From this weight, the vapor content from the 
first and last measurements isas calculated. The result is shown in figure 8 together 
with a sorption curve for soft fibre board as specified by P. Lund-Hansen in " Moisture 
Transfer in Building Materials ", 1967. 

DISCUSSION 

B.H. VOS (The Netherlands) - Jn the first place 1 want to state that as far 
as I know, this is the first apparatus that can teach us more about the variation of 
thermal conductivity under realistic boundary conditions. We have to bear in mind 
that thermal conductivity is not at all a constant property: 

A = h(TTgrad.  T, 'P, grad. q, a) 
tl7ickness (a). This parameter enters into the function as a consequence of radiation, 

depending strongly upon temperature. 

ternperntlrre (T). The influence of this parameter is well known. 
moistrrre coilterzt ($). These vapour transfer in the pores - evaporation and condensa- 

tion - plays an important part. 
ntoisture aird tenzp. gradiertt (grad. I), grad. T) 

Both gradients together determine flow of vapour and water in liquid form in 
the material. 

Of course one can give a definition of thermal conductivity by: 

A = lim h ( Y ,  T, grad. !P, grad. T, a) 

grad. T]  
-+ 0. 

grad. Y ] 
However a property is found that is only of academical value. We cannot work 

with it. I think the apparatus as it has been developed by the author can provide 
us with more information about what really happens than any other way of approach. 
Especially thermal conductivity of structures that are closed at one side and open 
at the other side can be compared with two-sided open structures. Unfortunately 
the author whill have to restrict himself to the hygroscopic moisture range. In practice 
also the higher region are of great interest, primarily around critical water content. 
Therefore I hope that also measuring devices can be suitably developed for measure- 
ment in this region. 

D. FOURNTER (France) - 1. Je pense qu'il faut tenir compte dans les pro- 
bli?n~es relatifs h Ia mesure de la conductivitk thermique et en particulier dans les 
nlesures comparatives telles que celles organiskes par 1'1. I. F., non seulement des 
paramktresdeji nombreux citCs par M. Voset quicaractkrisent l'influencedesconditions 
de nlesure sur la conductivitk thermique d'un Cchantillon donnk, mais aussi de 
paramktres caractkristiques du matkriau lorsque plusieurs Cchantilions sont en cause. 

En effet un isolant industriel n'est pas un corps pur parfaitement homogkne, 
loin de 16. Pour un isolant fibreux par exemple i l  faut ajouter au paramktre Cpais- 


